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by
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Department: Computer Science
This thesis produced a computational model that simulates the process of granulation in anaer-
obic sludge and aims to investigate scenarios of possible granular bioaugmentation. Bioaugmenta-
tion is a common strategy in the field of waste-water treatment, used to introduce a new metabolic
capability to either aerobic or anaerobic granules.
The end product is a computational model that can visually demonstrate varying stratifications
of different trophic microbial groups that will be of help for the engineers and researchers, who are
operating both laboratory and industrial-scale anaerobic digesters and wish to enhance reactor
performance. The model is developed in the cDynoMiCs agent-based simulator framework. In
addition to the cDynoMiCs project, numerous enhancements are made in the framework including a
new sloughing algorithm, new haldane kinetic methods, enhancements in the framework to simulate
bioaugmentation process and numerous scripts in Java, Matlab and Python to visualize the data.
The working model has been validated using the existing literature and lab experiments. The




A Model for Bioaugmented Anaerobic Granule
Amitesh Mahajan
In this study, we have created a simulation model which is concerned about digesting cellu-
lose, as a major component of microalgae in a bioreactor. This model is designed to generate a
computational model that simulates the process of granulation in anaerobic sludge and aims to
investigate scenarios of possible granular bioaugmentation. Once a mature granule is formed, pro-
tein is used as an alternative substrate that will be supplied to a mature granule. Protein, being a
main component of cyanobacteria, will promote growth and incorporation of a cell type that can
degrade protein (selective pressure). The model developed in a cDynoMiCs simulation environment
successfully demonstrated the process of granule formation and bioaugmentation in an Anaerobic
granule. Bioaugmentation is a common strategy in the field of wastewater treatment, used to in-
troduce a new metabolic capability to either aerobic or anaerobic granules. The end product of our
work is a model that can visually demonstrate varying stratifications of different trophic microbial
groups that will be of help for the engineers and researchers, who are operating both laboratory
and industrial-scale anaerobic digesters and wish to enhance reactor performance. The working
model that we have developed has been validated using the existing literature and lab experiments.
The model successfully demonstrates granulation in a cellobiose fed system with formation of 0.63
mm mature granule in 59 days with the production of good amount of methane that could be used
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GLOSSARY
1. Anaerobic: Reaction taking place in absence of free oxygen.
2. Aerobic: Reaction taking place in presence of free oxygen.
3. Reactor: A vessel in which a biochemical process is carried out which involves organisms or
biochemically active substances derived from such organisms.
4. Exothermic: A process or chemical reaction characterized by or causing the liberation or
release of heat.
5. Bioaugmentation: Bioaugmentation is a common strategy in the field of wastewater treat-
ment, used to introduce a new metabolic capability to either aerobic (with presence of oxygen)
or anaerobic (without presence of oxygen) microbial groups.
6. Fermentation: Conversion of complex organic substances into simpler compounds, by mi-
croorganisms.
7. Trophic: The trophic level of an organism is the position it occupies in a food chain. The
word trophic refers to food or nourishment. A food chain represents a succession of organisms
that eat another organism and are, in turn, eaten themselves.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Bioreactor design is a relatively complex engineering task, that is studied in the discipline of
biochemical engineering. Under optimum conditions, the microorganisms or cells can perform their
desired function with limited production of impurities. The environmental conditions inside the
bioreactor, such as temperature, nutrient concentrations, pH, and dissolved gases (especially oxygen
for aerobic fermentations) affect the growth and productivity of the organisms. The temperature of
the fermentation medium is maintained by a cooling jacket, coils, or both. Particularly exothermic
fermentations may require the use of external heat exchangers. Nutrients may be continuously
added to the fermenter, as in a fed-batch system, or may be charged into the reactor at the
beginning of fermentation. The pH of the medium is measured and adjusted with small amounts of
acid or base, depending upon the fermentation. For aerobic (and some anaerobic) fermentations,
reactant gases (especially oxygen) must be added to the fermentation. Since oxygen is relatively
insoluble in water (the basis of nearly all fermentation media), air (or purified oxygen) must be
added continuously. The action of the rising bubbles helps mix the fermentation medium and
eliminate waste gases, such as carbon dioxide. In practice, bioreactors are often pressurized which
increases the solubility of oxygen in water. In an aerobic process, optimal oxygen transfer is
sometimes the rate limiting step.
1.1 Specifications of a bioreactor
A typical bioreactor shown in Fig 1.1 consists of following parts:
1.Agitator – used for the mixing of the contents of the reactor which keeps the “cells” in the per-
fect homogenous condition for better transport of nutrients and oxygen to the desired product(s).
2.Baffle – used to break the vortex formation in the vessel, which is usually highly undesirable as
it changes the center of gravity of the system and consumes additional power.
3.Sparger – In aerobic cultivation process, the purpose of the sparger is to supply adequate oxygen
2
to the growing cells.
4.Jacket – The jacket provides the annular area for circulation of constant temperature of water
which keeps the temperature of the bioreactor at a constant value.
Fig. 1.1: Bioreactor.
1.2 UASB reactor
An efficient anaerobic digestion (AD) of organic matter is a result of a complex microbial
interaction inside a bioreactor. For the high-rate anaerobic digestion of a feedstock, an up flow
anaerobic sludge blanket reactor (UASB) is a common choice.
UASB (Fig 1.2) uses an anaerobic process whilst forming a blanket of granular sludge which
3
suspends in the tank. Wastewater flows upwards through the blanket and is processed (degraded)
by the anaerobic microorganisms. The upward flow combined with the settling action of gravity
suspends the blanket with the aid of flocculates. The blanket begins to reach maturity at around
three months. Small sludge granules begin to form whose surface area is covered in aggregations of
bacteria. In the absence of any support matrix, the flow conditions create a selective environment
in which only those microorganisms capable of attaching to each other survive and proliferate.
Eventually the aggregates form into dense compact biofilms referred to as granules. Biogas with a
high concentration of methane is produced as a by-product, and this may be captured and used as
an energy source, to generate electricity for export and to cover its own running power.
Fig. 1.2: A USAB reactor.
1.3 Background
The design and execution of this reactor is determined because microorganisms form circular
granular structures. The process of granulation was first noticed and documented in the early 1980s
4
and since then many anaerobic granulation theories have been presented. The main reasoning for
the granulation is the up-flow velocity inside the sludge bed of a UASB reactor. Microbial cells
moving up with the flow of the feed tend to stick to the other microbial cells. Such sticking
behavior prevents a washout of the microbial inoculum from a reactor since the outlet for the
digested feed is in the top of the reactor. The most widely accepted theory states that granulation
starts with a formation of a future granules core, comprised of filamentous methanogenic bacteria
Methanothrix, together with Methanosarcina, which secrete extracellular polymers (ECP). The
surface of this narcent granule become attractive for the oppositely charged anaerobic bacteria that
are present in the dispersed inoculum of a UASB. Chemo-attractancy of other bacteria towards
ECPs and substrate around the granule core may also play a major role in the further aggregation
and formation of mature granules. Despite these possible explanations of the granulation process,
there is still no agreement on which of the possible theories correctly explain this most important
and crucial role of granulation. The key factors of granulation are still to be determined, whether
they are physical, biochemical or a combination of physiochemical properties of the cells and the
way that organic matter transforms over space and time.
1.4 Overview of study
Bioaugmentation is a common strategy in the field of wastewater treatment, used to intro-
duce a new metabolic capability to either aerobic (with presence of oxygen) or anaerobic (without
presence of oxygen) microbial groups [1–3]. A recent review [4] pointed out applications of both
yeast and bacterial bioaugmentations to treat various pollutants in wastewater. Success of the
bioaugmentation is only possible if there is a substrate-specific niche available for the microbe to
be incorporated into the already formed granule [5, 6].
The concept of bioaugmentation can be visualized as a process composed of two parts. In the
first part, a fully developed fixed size granule is formed that acts as “seed” for the second part
where the granule(seed) is put into another environment that contains a different solute and some
species cells. These cells consume the solute present in the new environment and also the solutes
present inside the granule and eventually become a part of the granule forming a new granule.
The study described here aims to shed light to the mechanisms of bioaugmenting the anaerobic
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granules, utilizing a current body of knowledge on metabolic and biochemical interactions between
bacteria in such aggregates. The end result of this study is a computational model that can visually
demonstrate varying stratifications of different species cells before and after bioaugmentation. This
computer model can be of help for both engineers and researchers, who are operating or studying
either laboratory or industrial-scale anaerobic digesters and wish to enhance rates of anaerobic
decomposition and methane production via bioaugmentation.
This new model extends the basic principles of de novo anaerobic granulation model [7] and
introduces a more complex model capable of incorporating other species cells into a granule. In
this work, firstly the de novo granule formation model along with a new sloughing mechanism to
control the growth of granule is executed to obtain a mature granule consisting of various species.
Once we have a mature granule, it is then transferred into a new bulk consisting of some specific
cells which can grow under favorable conditions inside granule and we observe how those species
cells are incorporated into the granule.
Chapter 2 explains how this model was designed and implemented and with algorithms for
the model and various scripts written to analyze the data generated by the simulation. Chapter 3
describes the mathematical description of the model. Chapter 4 includes discussion of experimental




Models were developed in the cDynoMiCs agent-based simulator framework [8]. cDynoMiCs
is an extension of iDynomics framework developed by the Kreft group at University of Birmingham
specifically for modeling biofilms. cDynoMiCs includes eucaryotic cell modeling processes with the
addition of extracellular matrix and cellular mechanisms such as tight junctions and chemotaxis.
Each cell is represented as a spherical particle, which has a particular biomass, and implements
type and species-specific mechanisms to reproduce cellular physiology. Biochemically, particles
can secrete or uptake chemicals that are diffused through the domain by executing reactions.
Biomechanically, particles exhibit homogeneous and heterogeneous adhesion, and the formation
of tight junctions. Particles model growth by increasing their biomass according to metabolic
reactions and split into two particles once a maximum radius threshold is reached. They can also
switch from one type of particle to another based on specific microenvironmental conditions and
internal states.
The simulation process interleaves biomechanical stress relaxation (Fig: 2.1) where the particles
are moved in response to individual forces, along with the resolution of biochemical processes such
as secretion, uptake, and diffusion by a differential equation solver. We assume that the solute
fields are in a pseudo steady-state with respect to biomass growth.
Particle growth and division can cause particles to overlap, creating biomechanical stress. To
resolve this problem a process called shoving is implemented. When the distance between two
particles is less than a fixed threshold set by the particle size, a repulsive force is generated to push
them apart, proportional to the overlap distance between the two particles. Then the relaxation
process commences that iteratively moves each particle in response to its net force, then recalculates
the forces due to the movement. The process terminates when only negligible forces remain, and
the system has reached a pseudo steady state.
A typical cycle of each iteration is described in Fig 2.1. Addressing each component in the
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Fig. 2.1: Procedural diagram of the framework.
framework separately (Fig 2.2) is possible because they all operate on different timescales (Piciore-
anu et al., 1999). In addition, the dynamics of the particles are further broken down into smaller
timesteps to account for processes affecting agent growth, division and movement, as well as any
additional processes an agent may carry out. Once these steps are completed, erosion effects are
applied to the biofilm structure as a whole, the global time is incremented, and the next timestep
executes.
cDynoMiCs adds new functionality to the Java code of iDynomics and extends the XML
protocol, used to specify many different types of simulations. iDynomics writes plain-text XML
files as output, and these may be processed using any number of software tools, such as Matlab, R
and Python. In addition to XML files, iDynoMiCS also writes files for POV-Ray that is used to
render 3-D ray-traced images of the simulation.
In addition to the cDynoMiCs project, following enhancements were made in the framework
to achieve the stated results:
2.1 Implementing the Haldane kinetic class to incorporate Haldane reactions
The Haldane kinetic reaction (equation 2.1) is responsible for the growth of bacteriums. The
8
Fig. 2.2: Pseudo-code describing one global timestep iteration of the individual-based simulator.
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growth reactions of haldane kinetic were implemented since the existing HaldaneKinetic class was
lacking some critical functionality that needed to be implemented in order to run the haldane
reactions.
2.1.1 Default Constructor to initialize the parameters with kinetic coefficients
Haldane Kinetic reaction is specified in the XML as shown in Fig: 2.3.
Fig. 2.3: Part of input xml where haldane reaction is defined
Where Ks and Ki are kinetic coefficients for the reaction, to assign these values defined in the
XML to the parameters in haldane Kinetic class, the instance variables Ks and Ki are assigned to
the respective values using the newly defined constructor.
2.1.2 KineticDiff() method to update the growth rate of cells
µd(SE , SA) = µ̂d.
SE








The growth reaction (Equation 2.1) describes the actual production of biomass at a specific location
in the grid in terms of solute concentration at the location, kinetic coefficients and current biomass
which are updated for every iteration. A new method is created to implement rate equation 2.1.
The method takes 3 parameters, the current solute concentration value, kinetic coefficient values
and the index of the grid. It updates the growth rate based on these parameters and equation 2.1
and returns the updated value.
2.2 Implementing a new sloughing algorithm




Fig. 2.4: Comparision of granule images before and after applying the sloughing algorithm
factors, a new sloughing algorithm is implemented which removes every cell from the granule which
is beyond a predefined maximum radius value from the center of the granule. The sloughing
algorithm reads two values from the XML:
• The maximum radius of the granule defined under “Agent grid” section in the XML by the
parameter name ‘MaximumGranuleRadius’.
• The value of ‘sloughDetachedBiomass’ parameter defined under “Agent grid” section in
the XML that is used to turn the sloughing algorithm on or off.
These parameters help us to add new functionality in the project without altering the current
methods or code.
Before the sloughing algorithm was implemented, the granule continues to grow in size until it
reaches the boundary of the simulation as shown in Fig: 2.4 which obviously does not simulate the
actual bioreactor conditions. After implementing the sloughing algorithm, the granule’s maximum
radius is fixed. The cells in the outer region are constantly pushed outwards by the growing particles
in the inner region. As a result of this, some species cell types are completely removed from the
granule that can be seen in Fig: 2.4 that there are no clostridium (green) cells present at the end
of the simulation when sloughing algorithm is applied. The algorithm described by Fig: 2.5 runs
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for every grid position and determines whether a grid location should be eligible for sloughing or
not.
2.3 Transferring species from one simulation to another
To perform bioaugmentation, the granule is required to be placed in a different bulk that
contains some other solutes. To transfer the granule to the new bulk environment, all the species
cells should stay together in the same position as they were in the last stage of initial simulation.
To achieve this, a new functionality was implemented that enables us to copy the contents of last
generated agent state file from a simulation and initialize the species distribution of new simulation
using the contents of that file so that all the species cells could be placed in the same locations in
the new simulation. This feature can be enabled or disabled from the xml itself by setting the value
of parameter ‘useAgentFile’ to true or false so that the existing functionalities won’t be altered.
While initializing the agent grid with the species cells in the very first stage of a simulation,
the value of the ‘useAgentFile’ parameter in input xml is accessed and if it is set to true, a new
function is called that initializes the grid positions using the values of the last generated agent state
file of the parent simulation.
2.4 Transferring solutes from one simulation to another
In some cases of bioaugmentation, it is also required to copy the solutes present in one simula-
tion to another along with the whole granule in order to exactly match the previous bulk environ-
ment along with addition of other solutes in the new simulation.To achieve this, a new functionality
is implemented that enables us to copy the contents of last generated env state file from a simulation
and initialize the solute distribution of new simulation using the contents of that file so that we
would have all the solutes in the same amount and locations in the new simulation. This feature
can be enabled or disabled from the xml itself by setting the value of parameter ‘useSoluteFile’ to
true or false so that the existing functionalities won’t be altered.
While initializing the agent grid with the solute concentrations in the very first stage of a
simulation, the value of the ‘useSoluteFile’ parameter in input xml is accessed and if it is set to
12
Fig. 2.5: Algorithm for sloughing.
13
true, a function is called that initializes the solutes in the grid using the values of the last generated
env state file of the parent simulation.
2.5 Miscellaneous scripts for result analysis
The simulation produces a large amount of data files in XML format. To get meaningful
insights from this data, various graphs and images are generated using the scrips discussed below
that helps us in analyzing and visualizing the granule formation and bioaugmentation process.
2.5.1 Heatmap for visualizing solute concentrations (MATLAB)
To better understand the distribution of the solutes in the grid, we used solute concentration
files of each solute that are generated after every iteration as inputs to the matlab scripts which
generates detailed heatmap images for each solute. This matlab script runs iteratively for each
solute type and saves the heatmap images (Fig: 2.6) in a local folder.
2.5.2 Spatial distribution analysis (Java)
The spatial distribution analysis of a complex mature granule involves the analysis of number
of cells of each species typer across the radius of the granule. Six partitions of the whole granule
are created such that the whole granule can be visualized as it is formed by combining six rings
whose difference in outer and inner radius is 90 micrometers. Once we have the spatial data for
each partition, the spatial distribution of cells across the diameter (Fig: 2.7) is visualized and the
density of each cell type in each section (Fig: 2.8) is also determined using excel.
2.5.3 Quantitative analysis of species biomass of the granule (Java)
To determine the variation in biomass of the granule along with the species, a Java program is
created that iterates over the files in Agent sum folder to record the amount of biomass present in
each iteration for every species type. The script writes this data in a separate csv file and generated
biomass vs time graphs using excel as shown in Fig: 2.9
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(a) Ethanol (b) Lactate
(c) Cellobiose (d) Acetate
(e) Hydrogen
Fig. 2.6: Heat maps showing distribution of all solutes at the end of a simulation
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Fig. 2.7: Spacial distribution of cells across the granule.
Fig. 2.8: Density of cells across the granule.
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(a) Methanogen 1 (b) Methanogen 2
(c) Clostridium 1 (d) Clostridium 2
(e) Desulfovibrio
Fig. 2.9: Time graphs representing variation in different species biomass vs time
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Table 2.1: Maximum values of each solute for every simulation
Solute Part 1 Part 2.1 Part 2.2 Part3.1.1 Part 2.3 Part 2.4
Cellobiose 2.5 0 1 2.5 2.5 2.5
Acetate 0.827 0.621 0.186 0.027 0.017 0.160
Methane 0.188 0.143 0.117 0.006 0.014 0.129
Lactate 0.012 0.011 0.005 0.008 0.009 0.005
Ethanol 0.001 0.0001 0.0003 0.030 0.029 0.0007
Hydrogen 0.018 0.018 0.009 0 0.001 0.009
Oleate 0 2.5 2.099 0 0 0
2.5.4 Determining maximum solute concentration of each solute in every iteration
among all the grid locations (Java)
To compare the amount of solutes present at the end in various simulations (Table: 2.1), an
algorithm in Java is implemented that iterates through every file in solute concentration directory
to calculate and store the maximum value of each solute in a separate list. Once we have a list of
all maximum concentrations for a particular species, the program iterates over the list to find the
maximum value among them and use this value as the upper limit in MATLAB heatmap images
to get uniform scaling in images.
2.5.5 Snapshots for spatial distribution of all the iterations to generate videos (Python)
The spatial distribution scripts written in Java produced one file per iteration which consists
of spatial distribution data of all species types. These files were used as inputs in a separate python
script to generate spacial distribution line graphs for each iteration as shown in Fig: 2.10. All
the images for a single simulation were combined together to form a video demonstrating how the
number of cells of each species type varies over the time across the granule.
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Fig. 3.1: Schema of complex granule formation.
Seven solutes: cellobiose (SC), oleate (SO), lactate (SL), acetate (SA), ethanol (SE), hydrogen
(SH), and methane (SM ) exist within the reactor model. The distribution of these solutes is
controlled by Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7, respectively. The diffusion coefficients
and reaction rates take different forms for each region depending upon the spatial distribution
of six types of biomass: clostridium1 (generic bacterium degrading cellobiose) (Bc1), clostridium2
(generic bacterium degrading lactate) (Bc2), oleateDegraders (Bo), desulfovibrio (generic bacterium
Table 3.1: Microbes responsible for conversion pathway
Conversion
pathway








degrading ethanol) (Bd), and two types of methanogens (Bm1), (Bm2), degrading acetate and
hydrogen respectively. These relationships are described in the Equation 3.8.
The effective diffusion coefficient is decreased within the granule compared with the liquid
value in order to account for the increased mass transfer resistance. The diffusivity values used for
the model are taken from literature related to biofilm diffusivity studies [9, 10].
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∂t
= B(x, y).DC .
52SC
∂x∂y













































= B(x, y).DH .
52SH
∂x∂y


















 1.0 if location x, y contains no biomassγ if location x, y contains biomass (3.8)
Equations 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 describe changes in the biomass of all growing
6 bacterial cell types (clostridium1, clostridium2, oleateDegraders, desulfovibrio and two types of
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methanogens) as a function of local cellobiose, acetate, lactate, ethanol, methane and hydrogen
concentrations. A discrete switching mechanism is used to model cell death due to a lack of
food. The switching mechanism is defined as the function die(Bi) in the equations. For example,
Clostridium1 cells are converted to dead cells when the amount of cellobiose is below a threshold
value (death threshold in Table 1) for a period of 48 hours. Similarly, the Methanogen1 cells are
converted to dead cells when the amount of acetate is below a threshold value (death threshold in
Table 1) for a period of 48 hours. The rate of increase in dead cell mass is define in Equation 3.15.
The parameter values for controlling cell death are estimated due to the lack of studies quantifying
the response of described cell types to nutritional stress.
∂Bc1
∂t
= µc1(SC)Bc1 − die(Bc1) (3.9)
∂Bc2
∂t
= µc2.(SL).Bc2 − die(Bc2) (3.10)
∂Bo
∂t
= µo.(SO, SA).Bo − die(Bo) (3.11)
∂Bd
∂t
= µd.(SE , SA).Bd − die(Bd) (3.12)
∂Bm1
∂t
= µm1.(SA).Bm1 − die(Bm1) (3.13)
∂Bm2
∂t
= µm2.(SH).Bm2 − die(Bm2) (3.14)
∂Bdead
∂t
= die(Bc1) + die(Bc2) + die(Bo) + die(Bd) + die(Bm1) + die(Bm2) (3.15)
The growth rates: of clostridium1 is µc1(SC), defined in Equation 3.16, the growth rate of
clostrodium2 is µc2(SL), defined in Equation 3.17, the growth rate of oleateDegraders is µo(SO, SA),
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defined in Equation 3.18, the growth rate of desulfovibrio is µd(SE , SA), defined in Equation 3.19,
the methanogens1 is µm1(SA) defined in Equation 3.20 and the growth rate of methanogen2 is
µm2(SH), defined in Equation 3.21.
From the equations can be seen that growth of Clostridium1, Clostridium2 and Methanogen2
follows Monod growth kinetic, while growth of OleateDegraders has also product inhibition involved
and both equations 3.19 and 3.20 for Desulfovibrios and Methanogen1 demonstrate Haldane growth
kinetic, substrate and product inhibition. The Java code in cDynoMiCs was manipulated to add
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The source code of cDynoMiCs was also modified to introduce a new sloughing function,
which destroys all the granular biomass that grows above the set granule diameter. Sloughing
is needed to simulate a UASB-like environment in the model. Granules in a UASB reactor are
constantly under the sheer stress from the continuously flowing feed in the upflow mode. Thus,
published works report a certain diameter threshold, above which granule do not grow in the UASB-
type reactor. Current study uses a diameter of 630 µm (this number was mostly picked to decrease
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computational powers required to compute a bigger granule). The value of the maximum granular
diameter is specified in the XML instructions. The sloughing function runs for every grid position
in the simulation and determines whether a grid location should be slaughtered or not, based on
the XML-specified maximum diameter.
Instructions in the XML also include locations of the new species to be introduced to the
already formed granule. When needed, new particles were supplied in the four corners of the
square
Current study reports incorporation of additional bacterial species into the already formed
granule. Instructions for additional supply of the species that will be incorporated are provided in
the xml file, which can be found for each simulation part in the Github source code page. Briefly,
new species are introduced to the simulation environment by specifying their correspondent x,y and
z coordinates. In all the simulations with incorporation of new species, those species were initially




The process of granulation is modeled at two spatial scales in the simulation. At the macro
scale, the reactor process is simulated where the cells are introduced into an agitated system (due to
the up ow velocity in UASB reactor), cells interact and form multiple agglomerates (centers of gran-
ulation). At the mesoscale, simulations are performed that focus on the growth and development
of one such agglomerate into a mature granule.
In the macro scale (Fig: 4.1), randomly distributed methanogenic cells (further referred to
as “methanogens”), Desulfovibrio and clostridium are introduced into random positions within
the reactor. The particles experience mechanical forces due to agitation in the system as well as
biomechanical forces due to homogeneous and heterogeneous adhesion and formation of EPS-driven
interactions. As a cumulative effect of these forces, cells come close to each other and form several
agglomerates.
To closely monitor the growth patterns in the formation of a granule, the mesoscale simulation
is designed to focus on the development of a single granule (from the initial agglomerate of all the
species particles formed during the macro studies). In UASB bioreactors, granules move freely in
an agitated system, where the supplied solutes are relatively mixed. To simulate such a mixed
environment for the granule growth, we provide a continuous supply of one solute (Cellobiose) from
all the sides of the simulation domain with diffusivity as defined in Table: 2.1. The model executes
growth reactions that represent the consumption of the supplied glucose by the Clostridium1, which
secretes acetate, lactate and ethanol and the consumption of acetate by methanogen, which is con-
verted into the methane gas. The other by solutes produced i.e, lactate and ethanol are consumed
by clostridium II and Desulfovibrio respectively to produce acetate and hydrogen respectively. Hy-
drogen present in the system is consumed by methanogen2 cells to produce methane and acetate
produced by clostridium II cells is consumed by methanogen I cells to produce methane as the final
product. These reactions and food chains continue to progress for 1500 simulator hours and form
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Fig. 4.1: Reactor scale model
a) initial random distribution of two types of cells in a UASB-like environment; b) formation of
cell aggregates due to the mechanical forces, mutual adhesion and random agitation in the
UASB-like environment.
a mature granule with radius of 630 micro meters as shown in Fig 4.2.
4.1 Formation of a complex granule on cellulose
Experiment:
This simulation is referred to by the name part 1 in the rest of the study.A granule with five
types of bacteria (clostridium1, clostridium2, desulfovibrio and two types of methanogens) was
formed on the constantly supplied cellobiose, substrate for the clostridium1. All the solutes were
formed from the initial conversion of cellobiose into lactate, acetate and ethanol (Fig 4.4).
Result:
Complex granule was formed after 1500 simulation hours (corresponding to the 62 days in the
lab-scale reactor) and no particular stratification was observed (Fig 4.5). The formed granule on
the cellobiose resembled a mixed microbial structure, since there was no sharp diffusion gradient
of the formed/consumed solutes. Such structure looks similar to the reported laboratory-studied
granules fed with complex brewery, cellulose or protein-rich substrate [11–13]. Since all three
initial cellobiose-derivatives (acetate, ethanol and lactate) were produced simultaneously, all three
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(a) A mature complex granule at the end of 1500
hours.
(b) Species density vs distance graph for the
granule.
Fig. 4.2: A mature complex granule at the end of 1500 simulation hours
corresponding bacterial consumers (clostridium 2, desulfovibrio and methanogen1) are present in
the outer core of the granule, as well as equally distributed throughout the granule depth. The
only two bacterial groups that are located closer to the center of the granule are two methanogen
types: both acetate and hydrogen utilized by them are the last terminal solutes in the conversion
chain of cellobiose.
As we can see in the species density graph of granule in Fig 4.2 that as we go away from the
center, the cell density per unit area decreases significantly. This is because the solute concentration
is more in the inner regions of the granule.
4.2 Bioaugmentation with lipid-degrading bacteria
To investigate the possibility of incorporating a new bacterium type into the cellobiose-fed
granule, a lipid-degrading bacteria was chosen which is called as oleatedegrader because it consumes
oleate to grow. Both scenarios with or without substrate pressure were investigated.
4.2.1 Incorporation of lipid-degrading bacteria with oleate as a sole substrate
Experiment:
This simulation is referred to by the name part 2.1 in the rest of the study.A seed granule
formed in part 1 with five types of bacteria (clostridium1, clostridium2, desulfovibrio and two
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(a) Bioaugmentation with oleateDegrader species
cells.
(b) Species density vs distance from center of the
granule graph for the granule.
Fig. 4.3: A mature complex granule at the end of 1000 simulation hours for part 2.1
types of methanogens) is used as the input to this simulation. The bulk contains a constant supply
of oleate which is consumed by OleateDegrader cells that are randomly distributed in the bulk.
OleateDegraders produce acetate which is consumed by Methanogen1 as shown in schema in Fig 4.3.
Aim of this experiment is to test the possible bioaugmentation of OleateDegraders in the granule.
Result:
When lipid derivative, oleate, was used as a sole feed for the established granule on cellobiose,
OleateDegraders were successfully incorporated into the granule as shown in Fig 4.3, OleateDe-
graders resides mainly in the outer layer of the granule (Fig 4.3). Even though early OleateDe-
graders did distribute randomly in the granule (until around 450 hrs), they are steadily pushed to
the outer layers of the granule, potentially due to the presence there of higher oleate quantities. A
sharp oleate gradient cannot be visually detected on the oleate video(supplementary material video
2.1), due to the still low numbers of the incorporated OleateDegraders. Nevertheless, those few
successfully incorporated OleateDegraders are highly active in the granule, since there is a constant
decrease in the total amount of the oleate in the system and an increase in the amount of produced
acetate over time Fig 4.4.
A peculiar architecture can be seen with the “pockets” of methanogenic bacteria randomly
distributed around the granule Fig 4.3. This is caused by the sudden death of other bacteria
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Fig. 4.4: Granule and solute concentration images for different simulations(part 1, 2.1 and 2.2).
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Fig. 4.5: Granule and solute concentration images for different simulations(part 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and
3.1.2).
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(clostridium1,2, desulfovibrio) as soon as the residual substrates are depleted from initial growth
on cellobiose (Part 1), since in this simulation, oleate is the only supplied feed for the granular
growth. By judging the distribution of the methanogenic “pockets”, one can predict where the
food (acetate) was supplied to them by clostridium1 and desulfovibrios.
Fig. 4.6: Bioaugmentation reaction schema.
Current modeling platform doesn’t have an algorithm for a “shrinking” and eliminating of the
dead particles, as division of granules and their further growth into “daughter” smaller granules
is beyond the scope of the current work. However, one can theoretically predict a division of
the initial cellobiose-fed granule into the multitude of the new “daughter” granules with only
two bacterial species: Methanogen1 and OleateDegraders. The number of big blue Methanogen1
clusters (“pockets”) as seen in the Fig Fig: granule2.1 can be possibly equal to the number of
new small granules to be formed due to the bioaugmentation with OleateDegraders (Fig 4.6) [14].
Nevertheless, this “daughter” division might not take place in the laboratory anaerobic reactor,
if the applied sheer stress of the upflow velocity in the UASB reactors is not high enough to
physically break the granule with dead particles in it [15]. In this case newly augmented granules
will continue to grow with so-called cavities, just like predicted in our model and as described in
laboratory studies [16–18].
4.2.2 Incorporation of lipid-degrading bacteria with both cellulose and oleate as sub-
strates
Experiment:
This simulation is referred to by the name part 2.2 in the rest of the study. A seed granule
formed in part 1 with five types of bacteria (clostridium1, clostridium2, desulfovibrio and two types
of methanogens) is used as the input to this simulation. The bulk contains a constant supply of both
oleate and cellobiose which is consumed by OleateDegrader cells that are randomly distributed in
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(a) Bioaugmentation with oleateDegrader species
cells in presence of both cellobiose and oleate.
(b) Species density vs distance from center of the
granule graph for the granule.
Fig. 4.7: A mature complex granule at the end of 1000 simulation hours for part 2.2
the bulk. OleateDegraders produce acetate which is consumed by Methanogen1 as shown in schema
in Fig 4.3. Aim of this experiment is to test the possible augmentation of oleatedegraders in the
granule.
Result:
The OleateDegraders are incorporated into the outer layer of the granule (Supplementary
material Video of 2.2 part) and are successfully present there till 720 hrs (30 days) of the simu-
lation. After this, OleateDegraders are sloughed from the granule’s outer layer and washed out
(Fig 4.7).Thus, availability of the proper substrate niche in the granule does not necessarily leads
to the successful incorporation of the new species. If the granule is supplied with the old type
of feed that can sustain viability of the complete bacterial population inside, chances of the new
species to be incorporated into a mature and rapidly developing consortia are very low.
4.3 Bioaugmentation with ethanol-degrading bacteria
Another question that was necessary to study is: Can one bioaugment with bacteria that is
needed for the middle step of the digestion? Rather than introducing both new substrate and a
bacteria, in this part the addition of a bacterium that is critical for some steps of the originally
present cellobiose bioconversion scheme, ethanol degrader and a hydrogen producer (desulfovibrio)
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(a) Complex granule without desulfovibrio.
(b) Species density vs distance from center of the
granule graph for the granule.
Fig. 4.8: A mature complex granule at the end of 1500 simulation hours for part 3.1.1
is examined.
4.3.1 Formation of complex granule without desulfovibrio cells
Experiment:
This simulation is referred to by the name part 3.1.1 in the rest of the study.A granule with four
types of bacteria (clostridium1, clostridium2 and two types of methanogens) was formed (Fig 4.8)
on the constantly supplied cellobiose, substrate for the clostridium1. All the solutes were formed
from the initial conversion of cellobiose into lactate, acetate and ethanol (Fig 4.4).
Result:
Complex granule was formed after 1500 simulation hours (corresponding to the 62 days in the
lab-scale reactor) and no particular stratification was observed (Fig 4.5). This granule acts as the
“seed” for the next two simulations where this granule is transferred to a new bulk environment
containing cellobiose as solute and desulfovibrio cells in it to test possible bioaugmentation.
4.3.2 Incorporation of ethanol-degrading bacteria after initial granulation
Experiment:
This simulation is referred to by the name part 3.1.2 in the rest of the study. To explore how
incorporation of desulfovibrios into the mature granule changes the solutes profile and granular
architecture, we first simulated development of the initial granule without desulfovibrio (part 3.1.1).
So the seed granule formed in part 3.1.1 with four types of bacteria (clostridium1, clostridium2 and
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(a) Bioaugmentation with Desulfovibrio species
cells in presence of cellobiose.
(b) Species density vs distance from center of the
granule graph for the granule.
Fig. 4.9: A mature complex granule at the end of 1000 simulation hours for part 2.3
two types of methanogens) is used as the input to this simulation. The bulk contains a constant
supply of cellobiose. Aim of this experiment is to test the possible bioaugmentation of Desulfovibrio
cells in the granule.
Result:
Desulfovibrios cells are successfully incorporated (Fig: 4.9) into the granule, rapidly filling the
whole depth of the granule and consuming the accumulated ethanol. Despite the fact that hydrogen
was intensely produced by the desulfovibrios, it was not converted into the methane (Fig: 4.5).
This is because all the methanogens2 were already dead by the time incorporation of desulfovibrios
took place. This finding has an important practical application, since it addresses the speed which
should be used if bioaugmentation is planned. Bacteria tend to die if not forming dormant spores,
and this can break an important metabolic chain and cause significant fluctuations in pH and even
shifts the total product yield.
4.3.3 Re-supply of ethanol-degrading bacteria to the complex granule
Experiment:
This simulation is referred to by the name part 3.2 in the rest of the study.Sometimes bioaug-
mentation fails if there is no substrate niche available for the newly-introduced microbe to occupy.
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(a) Bioaugmentation with Desulfovibrio species
cells in presence of cellobiose.
(b) Species density vs distance from center of the
granule graph for the granule.
Fig. 4.10: A mature complex granule at the end of 1000 simulation hours for part 2.4
Or, if there is a local bacteria in the granule that is already performing the metabolic function of in-
terest for the bioaugmentation. In this case, competition for the same type of substrate and a place
in a constantly growing granule may lead to unsuccessful bioaugmentation. To study this scenario,
we introduced additional ethanol-consuming and hydrogen-producing bacteria (desulfovibrio2) into
a well-formed and maintained granule (taken from the Part 1 simulation with a complete metabolic
pathway).
Result:
The results demonstrate that additional ethanol-consuming bacteria (desulfovibrio2) were
rapidly incorporated to the mature granule with its own population of desulfovibrio1 (Fig 4.10).
However, newly introduced bacteria quickly die off after 144 hours of simulation: possibly due to
both sloughing of the biomass above 630 µm limit and due to the competition for the ethanol with
originally present desulfovibrio1. One can note a very scarce amount of ethanol of the solute graphs
at the end of the simulation (Fig: 4.4) and throughout the 1000 hour simulation (part 2.4 video
in the supplementary material).
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Table 4.1: Parameters used in model and their correspondent values
Parameter Summary
Model parameter Symbol Value Unit References
Solutes
Diffusion of Cellobiose in liquid DC 5.1x10
−6 m2 /day [19]
Diffusion of Oleate in liquid DO 2.85x10
−5 m2 /day [20]
Diffusion of Lactate in liquid DL 9.07x10
−5 m2 /day [21]
Diffusion of Acetate in liquid DA 1.05x10
−4 m2 /day [22]
Diffusion of Ethanol in liquid DE 7.25x10
−5 m2 /day [23]
Diffusion of Hydrogen in liquid DH 3.89x10
−4 m2 /day [23]
Diffusion of Methane in liquid DM 1.29x10
−4 m2 /day [24]
Biofilm Diffusivity γ 30 % [10]
Clostridium I:
Cell mass Bc1 500 fg [25]
Division radius 2 µm estimated
Maximum growth rate µ̂c1 0.15 h
−1 [26, 27]
Substrate saturation constant KsC 2.5 g/L [26,27]
















Death delay 48 h estimated
Death threshold 0.02 g/L estimated
OleateDegrader:
Cell mass Bo 500 fg [25]
Division radius 2 µm estimated
Maximum growth rate µ̂o 0.02 h
−1 [28]
Substrate saturation constant KsO 0.02 g/L [28]
Product inhibition constant KiAp 5 g/L [28]








Death delay 96 h estimated
Death threshold 0.00001 g/L estimated
Clostridium II:
Cell mass Bc2 500 fg [25]
Division radius 2 µm estimated
Maximum growth rate µ̂c2 0.144 h
−1 [], [29]
Substrate saturation constant KsL 0.03 g/L [29]








Death delay 118 h estimated
Death threshold 0.00001 g/L estimated
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Table 4.2: Parameters used in model and their correspondent values
Parameter Summary
Model parameter Symbol Value Unit References
Desulfovibrio:
Cell mass Bd 500 fg [25]
Mass of EPS capsule 10 fg [30,31]
Division radius 2 µm [30–33]
Maximum growth rate µ̂d 0.125 h
−1 [30, 31]
Substrate saturation constant KsE 4.5x10
−4 g/L [30–33]
Product inhibition constant KsA 7.2 g/L [30–32]
Substrate inhibition constant KiE 80.5 g/L [30–32]












Death delay 96 h estimated
Death threshold 0.00001 g/L estimated
Methanogens I:
Cell mass Bm1 1000 fg [34]
Mass of EPS capsule 10 fg [35]
Division radius 2 µm [34]
Maximum growth rate ˆµm1 0.029 h
−1 [35, 36]
Substrate saturation constant KsAc 1.02 g/L [35]
Substrate inhibition constant KiAc 48.64 g/L [37,38]








Death delay 48 h estimated
Death threshold 0.00001 g/L estimated
Methanogens II:
Cell mass Bm2 1000 fg [34]
Mass of EPS capsule 10 fg [35]
Division radius 3 µm [34]
Maximum growth rate ˆµm2 0.02 h
−1 [40]
Substrate saturation constant KsH 18x10
−6 g/L [40]








Death delay 48 h estimated




The aim of the study was to generate and validate a simulated model that can simulate and
visualize the processes in a bioreactor to test whether the process of bioaugmentation is possible
under favorable environments or not. The model successfully simulates the biochemical process
and shows that bioaugmentation is possible when the granule and bulk has sufficient food for the
species cells to grow inside the granule.
Future work in this study includes designing and implementing an algorithm to describe divi-
sion of a mature granule into two daughter granules with their subsequent growth, a search engine
to optimize methane production and exploring the best combinations of two-component feed and
it’s influence on the granule architecture.
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Input xml and result analysis code
A.1 Protocol file to generate the complex granule on cellobiose
This xml document function as the definition of the model and as the input to the simulation
framework.
Listing A.1: Input xml
1 <?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8” standalone=”no”?>< !−−
2
3 #########################################################################






10 <s imu la tor>
11 <param name=” restartPrev iousRun ”> f a l s e</param>
12 <param name=”randomSeed”>12</param>
13 <param name=”outputPeriod ” un i t=”hour”>24</param>
14 <t imeStep>
15 <param name=” adapt ive ”> f a l s e</param>
16 <param name=” t imeStepIn i ” un i t=”hour”>1</param>
17 <param name=”timeStepMin” un i t=”hour”>1</param>
18 <param name=”timeStepMax” un i t=”hour”>1</param>
19 <param name=”endOfSimulation ” un i t=”hour”>1400</param>
20 </ timeStep>
21
22 < !−− The AGENTTIMESTEP which should always be EQUAL or LOWER than the g l oba l
time step −−>
43
23 <param name=”agentTimeStep” un i t=”hour”>1</param>





29 <param name=”useAgentFi le ”> f a l s e</param>
30 <param name=” inputAgentFileURL”>agent Sta te (1475) . xml</param>
31 <param name=” useBulkFi l e ”> f a l s e</param>
32 <param name=” inputBulkFileURL”>env Sum( l a s t ) . xml</param>
33 <param name=” u s eSo l u t eF i l e ”> f a l s e</param>
34 <param name=” inputSoluteFi leURL”>env State (1475) − 1 . 0 . xml</param>
35 </ input>
36 < !−−#####################################################################
37 SOLUTES AND BIOMASS TYPES SECTION
38 ######################################################################−−>
39 <s o l u t e domain=”Granule” name=”Attract ”>
40 <param name=” d i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>1e−1</param>
41 <param name=” a i r D i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>1e−1</param>
42 <param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
43 <param name=”writeOutput ”>t rue</param>
44 </ s o l u t e>
45 <s o l u t e domain=”Granule” name=” pre s su r e ”>
46 <param name=” d i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>1</param>
47 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>
48 </ s o l u t e>
49
50 <s o l u t e domain=”Granule” name=”Ce l l ob i o s e ”>
51 <param name=” d i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>5 .1 e−6</param>
52 < !−−higher in biomass than in l i q u i d−−>
53 <param name=” a i r D i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>5 .1 e−6</param>
54 <param name=”writeOutput ”>t rue</param>
55 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−8”>0</param>−−>
56 </ s o l u t e>
57
44
58 <s o l u t e domain=”Granule” name=”Lactate ”>
59 <param name=” d i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>9 .07 e−5</param>
60 < !−−higher in biomass than in l i q u i d−−>
61
62 <param name=”writeOutput ”>t rue</param>
63 < !−− <param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>
64 </ s o l u t e>
65 <s o l u t e domain=”Granule” name=”Methane”>
66 <param name=” d i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>1 .29 e−4</param>
67
68
69 <param name=”writeOutput ”>t rue</param>
70 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>
71 </ s o l u t e>
72 <s o l u t e domain=”Granule” name=”Acetate ”>
73 <param name=” d i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>1 .05 e−4</param>
74 < !−− <param name=” a i r D i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>1 .05 e−4</param> −−>
75 < !−−higher in biomass than in l i q u i d−−>
76
77 <param name=”writeOutput ”>t rue</param>
78 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>
79 </ s o l u t e>
80
81 <s o l u t e domain=”Granule” name=”Ethanol ”>
82 <param name=” d i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>7 .25 e−5</param>
83 <param name=”writeOutput ”>t rue</param>
84 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>
85 </ s o l u t e>
86
87 <s o l u t e domain=”Granule” name=”Hydrogen”>
88 <param name=” d i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>3 .89 e−4</param>
89 < !−− <param name=” a i r D i f f u s i v i t y ” un i t=”m2. day−1”>1 .05 e−4</param> −−>
90 < !−−higher in biomass than in l i q u i d−−>
91
92 <param name=”writeOutput ”>t rue</param>
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93 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>
94 </ s o l u t e>
95
96 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
97 <param name=” dens i ty ” un i t=”g .L−1”>150</param>
98 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>
99 </ p a r t i c l e>
100 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
101 <param name=” dens i ty ” un i t=”g .L−1”>150</param>
102 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>
103 </ p a r t i c l e>
104 <p a r t i c l e name=” capsu l e ”>
105 <param name=” dens i ty ” un i t=”g .L−1”>78</param>
106 < !−−<param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>−−>






113 <param name=” isConstant ”> f a l s e</param>
114 < !−− <param name= ”D” uni t= ”h−1”>0 .0001</param> −−>
115 <s o l u t e name=” Ce l l ob i o s e ”>
116 <param name=” isConstant ”> f a l s e</param>
117 <param name=”Sbulk” un i t=”g .L−1”>2 .5</param>
118 </ s o l u t e>
119 <s o l u t e name=”Attract ”>
120 <param name=” isConstant ”>t rue</param>
121 <param name=”Sbulk” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
122 <param name=”Sin ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
123 <param name=”Spulse ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
124 <param name=”pulseRate ” un i t=”h−1”>0</param>
125 </ s o l u t e>
126 <s o l u t e name=”Methane”>
127 <param name=” isConstant ”>t rue</param>
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128 <param name=”Sbulk” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
129 <param name=”Sin ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
130 <param name=”Spulse ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
131 <param name=”pulseRate ” un i t=”h−1”>0</param>
132 </ s o l u t e>
133 <s o l u t e name=”Lactate ”>
134 <param name=” isConstant ”>t rue</param>
135 <param name=”Sbulk” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
136 <param name=”Sin ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
137 <param name=”Spulse ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
138 <param name=”pulseRate ” un i t=”h−1”>0</param>
139 </ s o l u t e>
140 <s o l u t e name=”Acetate ”>
141 <param name=” isConstant ”>t rue</param>
142 <param name=”Sbulk” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
143 <param name=”Sin ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
144 <param name=”Spulse ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
145 <param name=”pulseRate ” un i t=”h−1”>0</param>
146 </ s o l u t e>
147 <s o l u t e name=”Ethanol ”>
148 <param name=” isConstant ”>t rue</param>
149 <param name=”Sbulk” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
150 <param name=”Sin ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
151 <param name=”Spulse ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
152 <param name=”pulseRate ” un i t=”h−1”>0</param>
153 </ s o l u t e>
154 <s o l u t e name=”Hydrogen”>
155 <param name=” isConstant ”>t rue</param>
156 <param name=”Sbulk” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
157 <param name=”Sin ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
158 <param name=”Spulse ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0</param>
159 <param name=”pulseRate ” un i t=”h−1”>0</param>




163 <g r id nDim=”2” nI=”127” nJ=”127” nK=”1”/>
164 <param name=” r e s o l u t i o n ” un i t=”um”>4</param>
165 <param name=”boundaryLayer” un i t=”um”>0</param>
166 <param name=” b i o f i lmD i f f u s i v i t y ”>0 .3</param>
167 <param name=” sp e c i f i cA r e a ” un i t=”m2.m−3”>80</param>
168 <boundaryCondition c l a s s=”BoundaryBulk” name=”y0z”>
169 <param name=” ac t i v eForSo lu t e ”>yes</param>
170
171 <param d e t a i l=” Ce l l ob i o s e ” name=” isPermeableTo”>t rue</param>
172 <param name=”bulk ”>MyTank</param>
173 <shape c l a s s=”Planar ”>
174 <param name=” po int In ” x=”−1” y=”0” z=”0”/>
175 <param name=”vectorOut ” x=”−1” y=”0” z=”0”/>
176 </ shape>
177 </boundaryCondition>
178 <boundaryCondition c l a s s=”BoundaryBulk” name=”yNz”>
179 <param name=” ac t i v eForSo lu t e ”>yes</param>
180
181 <param d e t a i l=” Ce l l ob i o s e ” name=” isPermeableTo”>t rue</param>
182 <param name=”bulk ”>MyTank</param>
183 <shape c l a s s=”Planar ”>
184 <param name=” po int In ” x=”127” y=”0” z=”0”/>
185 <param name=”vectorOut ” x=”1” y=”0” z=”0”/>
186 </ shape>
187 </boundaryCondition>
188 <boundaryCondition c l a s s=”BoundaryBulk” name=”x0z”>
189 <param name=” ac t i v eForSo lu t e ”>yes</param>
190
191 <param d e t a i l=” Ce l l ob i o s e ” name=” isPermeableTo”>t rue</param>
192 <param name=”bulk ”>MyTank</param>
193 <shape c l a s s=”Planar ”>
194 <param name=” po int In ” x=”0” y=”−1” z=”0”/>




198 <boundaryCondition c l a s s=”BoundaryBulk” name=”xNz”>
199 <param name=” ac t i v eForSo lu t e ”>yes</param>
200
201 <param d e t a i l=” Ce l l ob i o s e ” name=” isPermeableTo”>t rue</param>
202 <param name=”bulk ”>MyTank</param>
203 <shape c l a s s=”Planar ”>
204 <param name=” po int In ” x=”0” y=”127” z=”0”/>
205 <param name=”vectorOut ” x=”0” y=”1” z=”0”/>
206 </ shape>
207 </boundaryCondition>
208 <boundaryCondition c l a s s=”BoundaryZeroFlux” name=”x0y”>
209 <shape c l a s s=”Planar ”>
210 <param name=” po int In ” x=”0” y=”0” z=”−1”/>
211 <param name=”vectorOut ” x=”0” y=”0” z=”−1”/>
212 </ shape>
213 </boundaryCondition>
214 <boundaryCondition c l a s s=”BoundaryZeroFlux” name=”x0y”>
215
216 <shape c l a s s=”Planar ”>
217 <param name=” po int In ” x=”0” y=”0” z=”1”/>









227 <r e a c t i on catalyzedBy=”biomass ” c l a s s=”React ionFactor ” name=”
Ce l l ob io seDegradat ion ”>
228 <param name=”muMax” un i t=”h−1”>0 .15</param>
229 <k i n e t i cFac t o r c l a s s=”MonodKinetic” s o l u t e=” Ce l l ob i o s e ”>
230 <param name=”Ks” un i t=”g .L−1”>2 .5</param>
231 </ k i n e t i cFac t o r>
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232 < !−− <k i n e t i cFac t o r c l a s s=” S imp l e Inh ib i t i on ” s o l u t e=”Acetate ”>
Cel l ob io seDegradat ion
233 <param name=”Ki” un i t=”g .L−1”>0 .0</param>
234 </ k i n e t i cFac t o r> −−>
235 <y i e l d>
236 <param name=”Ce l l ob i o s e ” un i t=”g . g−1”>−1</param>
237 <param name=”biomass ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .203</param>
238 <param name=”Lactate ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .0096</param>
239 <param name=”Acetate ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .45</param>
240 <param name=”Ethanol ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .28</param>
241 </ y i e l d>
242 </ r e a c t i on>
243
244 <r e a c t i on catalyzedBy=”biomass ” c l a s s=”React ionFactor ” name=”LactateDegradat ion
”>
245 <param name=”muMax” un i t=”h−1”>0 .144</param>
246 <k i n e t i cFac t o r c l a s s=”MonodKinetic” s o l u t e=”Lactate ”>
247 <param name=”Ks” un i t=”g .L−1”>0 .03</param>
248 </ k i n e t i cFac t o r>
249 <y i e l d>
250 <param name=”Lactate ” un i t=”g . g−1”>−1</param>
251 <param name=”biomass ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .06</param>
252 <param name=”Acetate ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .98</param>
253 </ y i e l d>
254 </ r e a c t i on>
255
256 <r e a c t i on catalyzedBy=”biomass ” c l a s s=”React ionFactor ” name=”AcetateDegradation
”>
257 <param name=”muMax” un i t=”h−1”>0 .1</param>
258 <k i n e t i cFac t o r c l a s s=”HaldaneKinet ic ” s o l u t e=”Acetate ”>
259 <param name=”Ks” un i t=”g .L−1”>0 .005</param>
260 <param name=”Ki” un i t=”g .L−1”>0 .24</param>
261 </ k i n e t i cFac t o r>
262 <y i e l d>
263 <param name=”Acetate ” un i t=”g . g−1”>−1</param>
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264 <param name=”biomass ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .15</param>
265 <param name=”Methane” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .26</param>
266 <param name=” capsu l e ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .08</param>
267 </ y i e l d>
268 </ r e a c t i on>
269
270 <r e a c t i on catalyzedBy=”biomass ” c l a s s=”React ionFactor ” name=”EthanolDegradation
”>
271 <param name=”muMax” un i t=”h−1”>0 .125</param>
272 <k i n e t i cFac t o r c l a s s=”HaldaneKinet ic ” s o l u t e=”Ethanol ”>
273 <param name=”Ks” un i t=”g .L−1”>0.00045</param>
274 <param name=”Ki” un i t=”g .L−1”>80 .5</param>
275 </ k i n e t i cFac t o r>
276 <k i n e t i cFac t o r c l a s s=” S imp l e Inh ib i t i on ” s o l u t e=”Acetate ”>
277 <param name=”Ki” un i t=”g .L−1”>7 .2</param>
278 </ k i n e t i cFac t o r>
279 <y i e l d>
280 <param name=”Ethanol ” un i t=”g . g−1”>−1</param>
281 <param name=”biomass ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .22</param>
282 <param name=”Hydrogen” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .17</param>
283 <param name=”Acetate ” un i t=”g . g−1”>1 .3</param>
284 </ y i e l d>
285 </ r e a c t i on>
286
287 <r e a c t i on catalyzedBy=”biomass ” c l a s s=”React ionFactor ” name=”
HydrogenDegradation”>
288 <param name=”muMax” un i t=”h−1”>0 .02</param>
289 <k i n e t i cFac t o r c l a s s=”MonodKinetic” s o l u t e=”Hydrogen”>
290 <param name=”Ks” un i t=”g .L−1”>0.000018</param>
291 </ k i n e t i cFac t o r>
292 <y i e l d>
293 <param name=”Hydrogen” un i t=”g . g−1”>−1</param>
294 <param name=”biomass ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .1</param>
295 <param name=”Methane” un i t=”g . g−1”>2</param>
296 </ y i e l d>
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297 </ r e a c t i on>
298
299 <r e a c t i on catalyzedBy=”biomass ” c l a s s=”React ionFactor ” name=”At t ra c tSe c r e t i on ”>
300 <param name=”muMax” un i t=”hour−1”>0 .03</param>
301 <k i n e t i cFac t o r c l a s s=” F i r s tOrde rKine t i c ”/>
302 <y i e l d>
303 <param name=”Attract ” un i t=”g . g−1”>0 .05</param>
304 </ y i e l d>






311 <s o l v e r c l a s s=” SolverS imple ” domain=”Granule” name=” s o l u t e s ”>
312 <param name=” ac t i v e ”>t rue</param>
313 <param name=”preStep ”>40</param>
314 <param name=”postStep ”>40</param>
315 <param name=” coarseStep ”>1500</param>
316 <param name=”nCycles ”>5</param>
317 <r e a c t i on name=”Ce l l ob io seDegradat ion ”/>
318 <r e a c t i on name=”LactateDegradat ion ”/>
319 <r e a c t i on name=”AcetateDegradation ”/>
320 <r e a c t i on name=”EthanolDegradation ”/>
321 <r e a c t i on name=”HydrogenDegradation”/>
322 <r e a c t i on name=”At t ra c tSe c r e t i on ”/>
323 </ s o l v e r>
324 < !−− <s o l v e r c l a s s=” So l v e r p r e s s u r e ” name=” pre s su r e ” domain=”Granule”><param
name=” ac t i v e ”>t rue</param></ s o l v e r> −−>
325 < !−−#####################################################################




330 <param name=” r e s o l u t i o n ” un i t=”um”>4</param>
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331 <detachment c l a s s=”DS Quadratic ”>
332 <param name=”kDet” un i t=”um−1.hour−1.”>4e−5</param>
333 <param name=”maxTh” uni t=”um”>100000</param>
334 </detachment>
335
336 < !−− <detachment c l a s s=”DS Biomass”><param name=”kDet” un i t=” fg .um−4.hour
−1.”>2e−4</param><param name=”maxTh” uni t=”um”>100</param></detachment><
param name=”sloughDetachedBiomass ”>t rue</param> −−>
337 <param name=”MaximumGranuleRadius”>180</param>
338 < !−− uni t=gr id un i t s −−>
339 <param name=”sloughDetachedBiomass ”>t rue</param>
340 <param name=”shovingMaxNodes”>2e6</param>
341 <param name=” shov ingFract ion ”>1</param>
342 <param name=” shovingMaxIter ”>50</param>









352 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”GDyingC1”>
353 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
354 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>300</param>
355 </ p a r t i c l e>
356 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
357 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>10</param>
358 </ p a r t i c l e>
359 <param name=” co l o r ”>black</param>
360 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
361 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>10000</param>
362 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
363 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
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364 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
365 <param name=”shovingMutual ”>t rue</param>
366 < !−− <param name=”agitationCV”>0 .2</param> −−>
367 <r e a c t i on name=”Death” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ” />
368
369 <entryCondi t ions>
370 <entryCondit ion name=” Ce l l ob i o s e ” type=” s o l u t e ”>
371 <param name=” fromSpec ie s ”>Clostr id ium1</param>
372 <param name=” switch ”>lessThan</param>
373 <param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0 .02</param>
374 </ entryCondit ion>
375 </ entryCondi t ions>




380 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”GDyingC2”>
381 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
382 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>300</param>
383 </ p a r t i c l e>
384 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
385 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>0</param>
386 </ p a r t i c l e>
387 <param name=” co l o r ”>black</param>
388 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
389 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>10000</param>
390 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
391 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
392 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
393 <param name=”shovingMutual ”>t rue</param>
394 < !−− <param name=”agitationCV”>0 .2</param> −−>
395 <r e a c t i on name=”Death” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ” />
396 <entryCondi t ions>
397 <entryCondit ion name=”Lactate ” type=” s o l u t e ”>
398 <param name=” fromSpec ie s ”>Clostr id ium2</param>
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399 <param name=” switch ”>lessThan</param>
400 <param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0.00001</param>
401 </ entryCondit ion>
402 </ entryCondi t ions>
403





409 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”GDyingD1”>
410 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
411 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>300</param>
412 </ p a r t i c l e>
413 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
414 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>0</param>
415 </ p a r t i c l e>
416 <param name=” co l o r ”>black</param>
417 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
418 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>10000</param>
419 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
420 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
421 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
422 <param name=”shovingMutual ”>t rue</param>
423 < !−− <param name=”agitationCV”>0 .2</param> −−>
424 <r e a c t i on name=”Death” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ” />
425 <entryCondi t ions>
426 <entryCondit ion name=”Ethanol ” type=” s o l u t e ”>
427 <param name=” fromSpec ie s ”>Desu l f o v i b r i o</param>
428 <param name=” switch ”>lessThan</param>
429 <param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0.00001</param>
430 </ entryCondit ion>
431 </ entryCondi t ions>





436 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”GDyingM1”>
437 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
438 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>300</param>
439 </ p a r t i c l e>
440 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
441 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>10</param>
442 </ p a r t i c l e>
443 <param name=” co l o r ”>black</param>
444 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
445 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>10000</param>
446 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
447 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
448 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
449 <param name=”shovingMutual ”>t rue</param>
450 < !−− <param name=”agitationCV”>0 .2</param> −−>
451 <r e a c t i on name=”Death” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ” />
452 <entryCondi t ions>
453 <entryCondit ion name=”Acetate ” type=” s o l u t e ”>
454 <param name=” fromSpec ie s ”>Methanogen1</param>
455 <param name=” switch ”>lessThan</param>
456 <param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0.00001</param>
457 </ entryCondit ion>
458 </ entryCondi t ions>
459
460





466 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”GDyingM2”>
467 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
468 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>300</param>
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469 </ p a r t i c l e>
470 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
471 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>10</param>
472 </ p a r t i c l e>
473 <param name=” co l o r ”>black</param>
474 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
475 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>10000</param>
476 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
477 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
478 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
479 <param name=”shovingMutual ”>t rue</param>
480 < !−− <param name=”agitationCV”>0 .2</param> −−>
481 <r e a c t i on name=”Death” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ” />
482 <entryCondi t ions>
483 <entryCondit ion name=”Hydrogen” type=” s o l u t e ”>
484 <param name=” fromSpec ie s ”>Methanogen2</param>
485 <param name=” switch ”>lessThan</param>
486 <param name=” concent ra t i on ” un i t=”g .L−1”>0.000001</param>
487 </ entryCondit ion>
488 </ entryCondi t ions>
489
490 </ s p e c i e s>
491
492 < !−−#####################################################################
493 Clostr id ium1
494 ######################################################################−−>
495 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”Clostr id ium1 ”>
496 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
497 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>500</param>
498 </ p a r t i c l e>
499 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
500 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>0</param>
501 </ p a r t i c l e>
502 <param name=” co l o r ”>green</param>
503 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
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504 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>2</param>
505 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
506 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
507 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0 .0</param>
508 <param name=”shovingMutual ”>t rue</param>
509
510
511 < !−− <param name=”divRadiusCV”>1</param><param name=”deathRadiusCV”>1</param>
<param name=”babyMassFracCV”>1</param> −−>
512 < !−− <r e a c t i on name=”Ce l l ob io seDegradat ion ” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ”/> −−>
513
514 <adhes ions>
515 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium1 ”/>
516 <adhes ion s t r ength=”0” wi thSpec i e s=”GdyingC1”/>
517 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium2 ”/>
518 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen1”/>
519 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen2”/>
520 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”De su l f o v i b r i o ”/>
521 </ adhes ions>
522 <switch ingLags>
523 <switchingLag toSpec i e s=”GDyingC1” un i t=”hour” value=”96”/>
524 </ switch ingLags>
525 <i n i tArea number=”0”>
526 <param name=”birthday ” un i t=”hour”>0</param>
527 <coo rd ina t e s x=”220” y=”220” z=”0”/>
528 <coo rd ina t e s x=”250” y=”250” z=”0”/>
529 </ in i tArea>
530 </ s p e c i e s>
531 < !−−#####################################################################
532 Clostr id ium2
533 ######################################################################−−>
534 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”Clostr id ium2 ”>
535 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
536 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>500</param>
537 </ p a r t i c l e>
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538 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
539 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>0</param>
540 </ p a r t i c l e>
541 <param name=” co l o r ”>red</param>
542 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
543 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>2</param>
544 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
545 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
546 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0 .0</param>
547 <param name=”shovingMutual ”>t rue</param>
548 < !−− <param name=”divRadiusCV”>1</param><param name=”deathRadiusCV”>1</param>
<param name=”babyMassFracCV”>1</param> −−>
549 <r e a c t i on name=”LactateDegradat ion ” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ”/>
550 <adhes ions>
551 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium1 ”/>
552 <adhes ion s t r ength=”0” wi thSpec i e s=”GdyingC2”/>
553 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium2 ”/>
554 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen1”/>
555 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen2”/>
556 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”De su l f o v i b r i o ”/>
557 </ adhes ions>
558 <switch ingLags>
559 <switchingLag toSpec i e s=”GDyingC2” un i t=”hour” value=”118”/>
560 </ switch ingLags>
561 <i n i tArea number=”250”>
562 <param name=”birthday ” un i t=”hour”>0</param>
563 <coo rd ina t e s x=”248” y=”248” z=”0”/>
564 <coo rd ina t e s x=”250” y=”250” z=”0”/>
565 </ in i tArea>





571 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”Methanogen1”>
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572 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
573 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>1000</param>
574 </ p a r t i c l e>
575 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
576 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>10</param>
577 </ p a r t i c l e>
578 <param name=” co l o r ”>blue</param>
579 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
580 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>2</param>
581 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
582 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
583 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
584 <param name=”shovingMutual ”>t rue</param>
585 < !−− <param name=”divRadiusCV”>1</param><param name=”deathRadiusCV”>1</param>
<param name=”babyMassFracCV”>1</param> −−>
586 <param name=”kHyd” un i t=”hr−1”>0 .07</param>
587 <r e a c t i on name=”AcetateDegradation ” s t a tu s=” a c t i v e ”/>
588 <r e a c t i on name=”At t ra c tSe c r e t i on ” s t a tu s=” a c t i v e ”/>
589 <switch ingLags>
590 <switchingLag toSpec i e s=”GDyingM1” uni t=”hour” value=”72”/>
591 </ switch ingLags>
592 <adhes ions>
593 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium1 ”/>
594 <adhes ion s t r ength=”0” wi thSpec i e s=”GDyingM1”/>
595 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium2 ”/>
596 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen1”/>
597 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen2”/>
598 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”De su l f o v i b r i o ”/>
599 </ adhes ions>
600 <i n i tArea number=”200”>
601 <param name=”birthday ” un i t=”hour”>0</param>
602 <coo rd ina t e s x=”248” y=”248” z=”0”/>
603 <coo rd ina t e s x=”250” y=”250” z=”0”/>
604 </ in i tArea>




608 Desu l f o v i b r i o
609 ######################################################################−−>
610 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”De su l f o v i b r i o ”>
611 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
612 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>500</param>
613 </ p a r t i c l e>
614 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
615 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>10</param>
616 </ p a r t i c l e>
617 <param name=” co l o r ”>ye l low</param>
618 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
619 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>2</param>
620 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0 .001</param>
621 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
622 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
623 < !−− <param name=”divRadiusCV”>1</param><param name=”deathRadiusCV”>1</param>
<param name=”babyMassFracCV”>1</param> −−>
624 <r e a c t i on name=”At t ra c tSe c r e t i on ” s t a tu s=” a c t i v e ”/>
625 <r e a c t i on name=”EthanolDegradation ” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ”/>
626 <switch ingLags>
627 <switchingLag toSpec i e s=”GDyingD1” un i t=”hour” value=”96”/>
628 </ switch ingLags>
629 <adhes ions>
630 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium1 ”/>
631 <adhes ion s t r ength=”0” wi thSpec i e s=”GDyingD1”/>
632 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium2 ”/>
633 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen1”/>
634 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen2”/>
635 <adhes ion s t r ength=”1” wi thSpec i e s=”De su l f o v i b r i o ”/>
636 </ adhes ions>
637 <i n i tArea number=”50”>
638 <param name=”birthday ” un i t=”hour”>0</param>
639 <coo rd ina t e s x=”248” y=”248” z=”0”/>
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640 <coo rd ina t e s x=”250” y=”250” z=”0”/>
641 </ in i tArea>






648 <s p e c i e s c l a s s=”Yeast” name=”Methanogen2”>
649 <p a r t i c l e name=”biomass ”>
650 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>1000</param>
651 </ p a r t i c l e>
652 <p a r t i c l e name=” i n e r t ”>
653 <param name=”mass” un i t=” fg ”>10</param>
654 </ p a r t i c l e>
655 <param name=” co l o r ”>blue</param>
656 <param name=”computationDomain”>Granule</param>
657 <param name=”divRadius ” un i t=”um”>3</param>
658 <param name=”deathRadius ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
659 <param name=” shoveFactor ” un i t=”um”>1</param>
660 <param name=” shoveLimit ” un i t=”um”>0</param>
661 <param name=”kHyd” un i t=”hr−1”>0 .07</param>
662 <r e a c t i on name=”HydrogenDegradation” s t a tu s=” ac t i v e ”/>
663 <r e a c t i on name=”At t ra c tSe c r e t i on ” s t a tu s=” a c t i v e ”/>
664 <switch ingLags>
665 <switchingLag toSpec i e s=”GDyingM2” uni t=”hour” value=”72”/>
666 </ switch ingLags>
667 <adhes ions>
668 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium1 ”/>
669 <adhes ion s t r ength=”0” wi thSpec i e s=”GDyingM1”/>
670 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Clostr id ium2 ”/>
671 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen1”/>
672 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”Methanogen2”/>
673 <adhes ion s t r ength=”2” wi thSpec i e s=”De su l f o v i b r i o ”/>
674 </ adhes ions>
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675 <i n i tArea number=”200”>
676 <param name=”birthday ” un i t=”hour”>0</param>
677 <coo rd ina t e s x=”248” y=”248” z=”0”/>
678 <coo rd ina t e s x=”250” y=”250” z=”0”/>
679 </ in i tArea>
680 </ s p e c i e s>
681 </ idynomics>
A.2 Result analysis code to generate spatial distribution data























public class BiomassGrowthAnalysis_Amitesh {
public static void main(String args[]) throws ParserConfigurationException,
SAXException, IOException, TransformerException
{
String RESULT_FILE_NAME = "new2(20171224_1754)"; // Enter the simulation name
here
String filepath = null;
String RESULT_PATH = "D:\\Bio research\\Work
space\\Cdynomics_Amitesh\\resultss\\";
String FILEPATH = RESULT_PATH + RESULT_FILE_NAME + "\\agent_Sum";
File dir = new File(RESULT_PATH + RESULT_FILE_NAME + "/graphs");
List<String> Methanogen1 = new ArrayList<String>();
List<String> Methanogen2 = new ArrayList<String>();
List<String> Clostridium2 = new ArrayList<String>();
List<String> Clostridium1 = new ArrayList<String>();
List<String> Desulfovibrio = new ArrayList<String>();
List<String> Oleatedegrader = new ArrayList<String>();
File folder = new File(FILEPATH);
File[] listOfFiles = folder.listFiles();
Arrays.sort(listOfFiles, LastModifiedFileComparator.LASTMODIFIED_COMPARATOR);
for (File file : listOfFiles) {
if (file.isFile()) {




DocumentBuilder docBuilder = docFactory.newDocumentBuilder();
Document doc = docBuilder.parse(filepath);
TransformerFactory transformerFactory =
TransformerFactory.newInstance();
Transformer transformer = null;
try {
transformer = transformerFactory.newTransformer();
} catch (TransformerConfigurationException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
StreamResult result = new StreamResult(new File(filepath));
NodeList company = doc.getElementsByTagName("species");
boolean bulk = false, in = false, pulse = false;
String ac = null;
String m = null;
String d = null;
for (int i = 0; i < company.getLength(); i++) {
Node node = company.item(i);
Element eElement = (Element) node;
if (eElement.getAttribute("name").equals("Desulfovibrio")) {

































// code to write arraylists into a file
// you need to list all the species that are found in agent_Sum file. The
program will throw an exception if you mention any arraylistby the name
of a species that does not exist in the agent_Sum file.
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List<String> outputLines = new ArrayList<String>();
System.out.println("Size = " + Clostridium1.size());
outputLines.add("Hours" + "," + "Methanogen1" + "," + "Methanogen2" + "," +
"Clostridium1" + "," + "Clostridium2" + "," + "Desulfovibrio" + "," +
"Desulfovibrio2");
for (int i = 0; i < Clostridium1.size(); i++) {
outputLines.add(i * 24 + "," + Methanogen1.get(i) + "," +
Methanogen2.get(i) + "," + Clostridium1.get(i) + "," +
Clostridium2.get(i)+ "," + Desulfovibrio.get(i));
// outputLines.add(i*24 + "," + Methanogen1.get(i) + "," +
Methanogen2.get(i) + "," + Clostridium1.get(i) + "," +




FileUtils.writeLines(new File(RESULT_PATH + RESULT_FILE_NAME +
"\\graphs\\SpeciesBiomass.csv"), outputLines);




A.3 Line graph generator for spatial distribution analysis
Listing A.3: Python script to generate line graphs and save them as images
import numpy as np




from numpy import genfromtxt
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# enter name of the simulation here:
name =’new2(20171217_1558)/new2(20180115_1623)’
for i in range(0, 1500, 24):
# filetoread =’D:/Bio research/Work space/Cdynomics_Amitesh/resultss/’+ name
+’/SpacialDistributionDeadCellsData/agent_State(’+str(i)+’).csv’
filetoread =’D:/Bio research/Work space/Cdynomics_Amitesh/resultss/’+ name
+’/SpacialDistributionData/agent_State(’+str(i)+’).csv’
# output = ’D:/Bio research/Work space/Cdynomics_Amitesh/resultss/’+ name
+’/SpacialDistributionData_Oleate/agent_State_Oleate(’+str(i)+’).png’




























plt.legend(loc=’upper center’, bbox_to_anchor=(0.6, 1.08),
ncol=3, fancybox=True, shadow=True, fontsize = ’small’)
plt.title(’Hour: ’+ str(i), loc=’left’)


















A.4 Supplymentary materials link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y lALJTcY 6gGlRWY jy2KoLueFDFtUc
